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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the winning systems developed by the
BUT team for the four tracks of the Second DIHARD Speech
Diarization Challenge. For tracks 1 and 2 the systems were
mainly based on performing agglomerative hierarchical clus-
tering (AHC) of x-vectors, followed by another x-vector
clustering based on Bayes hidden Markov model and vari-
ational Bayes inference. We provide a comparison of the
improvement given by each step and share the implemen-
tation of the core of the system. For tracks 3 and 4 with
recordings from the Fifth CHiME Challenge, we explored
different approaches for doing multi-channel diarization and
our best performance was obtained when applying AHC on
the fusion of per channel probabilistic linear discriminant
analysis scores.
Index Terms— Speaker Diarization, Variational Bayes,
HMM, DIHARD, CHiME
1. INTRODUCTION
With the aim of bringing attention to diarization performed
on challenging data, the Second DIHARD Diarization Chal-
lenge [1] proposed a common ground for comparison of dif-
ferent diarization systems on multiple domains. Alike the first
DIHARD Diarization Challenge [2], tracks 1 and 2 consisted
in performing diarization on single-channel recordings from
different domains with and without oracle voice activity de-
tection (VAD) labels, respectively. Tracks 3 and 4 focused on
multi-channel data from the Fifth CHiME Challenge [3] also
with and without VAD labels, respectively.
Our effort allowed us to obtain the first position on all four
tracks. This paper describes those four winning systems but
due to the lack of space some details are omitted. For specific
parameter configurations we refer the reader to [4]. Together
with this publication, the code of the most relevant modules
of the winning system of track 1 has been made available [5].
The challenge proposed four tracks working with two dif-
ferent datasets and this paper will be structured accordingly.
The work was supported by Czech Ministry of Education, Youth and
Sports from the National Programme of Sustainability (NPU II) project
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Section 2 describes the complete processing pipeline that we
used for speaker diarization in tracks 1 and 2: We describe
the used signal pre-processing, x-vector extraction and ag-
glomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC) of x-vectors ap-
plied to obtain initial labels for the following step. In the next
step, which is the core of our diarization pipeline, x-vectors
are clustered using Bayesian hiddenMarkovmodel (BHMM).
This method is often referred to as VB diarization [6]. Next,
frame-level re-segmentation is performed based on another
BHMM and finally, the overlapped speech post-processing is
applied. Since we did not have oracle VAD labels for track
2, we describe how we trained a VAD system. Experiments
related to each part of the system are described in each sub-
section followed by their corresponding discussions.
Section 3 focuses on processing the CHiME data used in
tracks 3 and 4. We describe the clustering method used for
diarization and the experiments we carried out to take advan-
tage of the multi-channel data. We also show the performance
when using a VAD system instead of the oracle labels.
Finally, we comment on the conclusions we reached to
during and after the challenge. We also comment on the chal-
lenges that we see in the task of speaker diarization and the
paths we believe we should follow.
2. SYSTEMS FOR TRACKS 1 AND 2, DIHARD DATA
In previous works we have shown that the BHMM-based di-
arization system can be tuned for different domains in order
to achieve much better performance [7]. Still, this requires
a module capable of classifying recordings with great accu-
racy. Since misclassification in this step can be quite harmful,
we opted for focusing on a single diarization system for all
domains. The different parts of the system are described and
their results discussed in the following subsections. In this
section, results in gray indicate “cheating” results where the
test data is also used for training (i.e. the development set).
2.1. Signal Pre-processing
Due to the high levels of noise and reverberation in some of
the recordings, we explored four different enhancing meth-
ods for improving the quality of the signals. We compared
the method provided by the organizers1, one based on the
Wave-U-Net [8], one based on neural network (NN) autoen-
coders [9] and the weighted prediction error (WPE) [10, 11]
method which removes late reverberation. Alike the first edi-
tion of the challenge [12], we foundWPE to be themost effec-
tive in this regard. Therefore, we pre-processed all training,
development and evaluation recordings using this technique.
2.2. x-vectors
A very successful recent approach for speaker diarization is
to cluster deep neural network (DNN) based speaker embed-
dings known as x-vectors [13, 6]. From the input recordings,
x-vectors are typically extracted every 0.75s from 1.5s over-
lapping sub-segments. For this challenge, we use a higher
x-vector frame-rate of 0.25s for tracks 1 and 2 as we found
it to significantly improve the results [14]. In our diarization
pipeline, x-vectors are clustered in two steps using AHC and
BHMM as described in the following sections.
The x-vector extractor used is based on the SRE16
recipe [15] from the Kaldi toolkit [16] with some modifica-
tions: We use a larger and deeper neural network for x-vector
extraction, which is trained on VoxCeleb 1 and 2 [17] with
data augmentation. We use more training epochs than the
original recipe and a different strategy to generate the input
examples from the training speech recording. More details
can be found in [4].
2.3. AHC Initial Clustering
The x-vectors extracted from an input recording are first
clustered by means of AHC with similarity metric based on
probabilistic linear discriminant analysis (PLDA) [18] log-
likelihood ratio scores, as used for speaker verification. We
train two PLDA models for this purpose: The first one is
trained on x-vectors extracted from 3 seconds speech seg-
ments from VoxCeleb 1 and 2 which are mean centered,
whitened to have identity covariance matrix and length-
normalized [19]. The centering and whitening transformation
are estimated on the joint set of DIHARD development and
evaluation data to have a better estimate since unsupervised
use of the evaluation data is allowed. To take advantage of
the in-domain data, the second PLDA model is trained on
x-vectors extracted in a similar way using the DIHARD de-
velopment data. The centering and whitening transformation
are also estimated on the joint set of DIHARD development
and evaluation data. Note that these transformations are ap-
plied both to development and evaluation x-vectors when
performing diarization.
The final “domain-adapted” PLDA model used for AHC-
based clustering is obtained as an interpolation of the two
PLDA models: means, within- and across-class covariance
matrices from the two models are averaged. Table 1 shows
1https://github.com/staplesinLA/denoising_DIHARD18
that, on both the development and evaluation sets, the inter-
polated PLDA improves the diarization performance of AHC
as compared to using PLDA trained only on out-of-domain
VoxCeleb data. Still, the percentage of files where using the
interpolated version worsens the results is 32% for the de-
velopment set and 45% for evaluation. However, the result
on development data with the interpolated PLDA is overopti-
mistic as the test data are also used for the PLDA training.
Note again that, in our diarization pipeline, the AHC is
only used to obtain initial labels for the following BHMM
based clustering. For more detailed analysis of the AHC-
based diarization subsystem, we refer the reader to [14].
VoxCeleb Interpolated Same Improved
dev 20.46 19.74 9% 59%
eval 21.12 20.96 11% 45%
Table 1. DER on development and evaluation sets for AHC
diarization using the PLDA trained on VoxCeleb and domain-
adapted interpolated PLDA. Also percentage of files with
equal or improved DER (when using the interpolated PLDA).
2.4. Bayesian HMM for x-vector clustering
BHMM is used to cluster x-vectors as described in detail
in [6]. Before the BHMM-based clustering, the x-vectors
as well as the parameters of the PLDA model are projected
using linear discriminant analysis (LDA). The LDA projec-
tion is calculated directly from the parameters of the original
(interpolated) PLDA model described above. More details
in [4]. The resulting PLDA model is used in the BHMM to
model speaker distributions as described in [6].
Variational Bayes (VB) inference for BHMM needs ini-
tial assignment of x-vectors to speaker clusters. This is taken
from the previous AHC step, which needs to be run so as
to under-cluster the x-vectors. This way the VB inference
has more freedom to search for the optimal results and poten-
tially remove redundant speakers2. A more thorough analysis
on this matter is presented in [14].
Iterative VB inference is run until convergence to update
the assignment of x-vectors to speaker clusters. Automatic
relevance determination (ARD) [20] inherent in BHMM re-
sults in dropping redundant speaker clusters and allows us to
properly estimate the number of speakers in each recording.
To optimize the diarization performance, the VB infer-
ence is controlled by a number of tunable parameters. In [6],
we have newly introduced the speaker regularization coeffi-
cient FB , which affects the model to be more or less aggres-
sive when dropping the redundant speakers. Acoustic scal-
ing factor FA is introduced to compensate for the incorrect
assumption of statistical independence between observations
(i.e. x-vectors). Ploop is the probability of not changing speak-
ers between observations, which serves as speaker turn dura-
tion model. Note that our system uses a higher frame-rate
2Note that the inference in BHMM cannot converge to higher number of
speakers than what is suggested by the AHC-based initialization.
for x-vector extraction compared to the ones used in former
works, which requires using higher value of Ploop and lower
value of FA as compared to the optimal values reported in [6].
Details about the specific parameter values used for the chal-
lenge can be found in [4].
VoxCeleb Interpolated Same Improved
dev 18.34 17.90 14% 60%
eval 19.14 18.39 22% 56%
Table 2. DER on dev and eval sets for BHMM-based diariza-
tion using the PLDA trained on VoxCeleb and the domain-
adapted interpolated PLDA. Also percentage of files with
equal or improved DER (when using the interpolated PLDA).
Table 2 shows the improvement obtained by using the
BHMM model for diarization. When using the PLDA model
trained on VoxCeleb data, the BHMM approach improves
around 2% absolute DER on both development and evalu-
ation set with regard to the AHC (Table 1). Moreover, by
using the PLDA interpolation only 26% of files in develop-
ment and 22% in evaluation have worse results than when
using the PLDA trained on VoxCeleb, showing even better
improvement than with AHC-based diarization.
2.5. BHMM-based Re-segmentation
Given that the output from the previous step has a time res-
olution of 0.25s, we apply an additional frame-level VB re-
segmentation step similar to the one used in our previous chal-
lenge submission [12]. VB re-segmentation is based on an-
other BHMM which operates on mel-frequency cepstral co-
efficients (MFCC) with 10 ms frame rate as the input obser-
vations. In this case, state distributions are modeled by an
i-vector extractor like model (i.e Gaussian mixture models
with parameters constrained by eigenvoice priors) [21, 22],
which is pre-trained on VoxCeleb 2 data. The initial assign-
ments of MFCC frames to HMM states (speakers) is derived
from the previous x-vector clustering step. Note that in the
re-segmentation step only one VB iteration is performed [6]
instead of running the algorithm until convergence.
BHMM + reseg.
dev 17.90 18.23
eval 18.39 18.38
Table 3. DER obtained using only BHMM at x-vector level
and adding BHMM at frame-level (re-segmentation) on the
development and evaluation sets.
The effect of this extra re-segmentation step is shown in
Table 3. Unlike in our previous participation [12], where
the frame level re-segmentation gave great gains over simply
doing AHC, this time this approach gives marginal gains.
The reason for this is several-fold: the x-vectors are newly
extracted every 0.25s, which provides 3 times better time res-
olution as compared to the typical 0.75s. Further, the BHMM-
based x-vector clustering step produces a better diarization
output than the AHC, leaving less margin for improvements.
More importantly, BHMM-based x-vector clustering uses
a PLDA model adapted to the target domain, whereas the
re-segmentation step uses models solely trained on Vox-
Celeb data3. Adapting also the re-segmentation BHMM
(i.e. the built-in i-vector model) would likely improve the
re-segmentation results. See [14] for more details.
2.6. Overlapped Speech Post-processing
Given that none of our models accounts for overlapped speech
(i.e. they all assume one speaker speaking at a time), we per-
form overlapped speech detection and apply a heuristic to la-
bel segments for more than one speaker.
For each recording, silence segments are removed and
speech segments are concatenated. Then x-vectors are ex-
tracted from 1.5s sub-segments every 0.25s and classified
using a logistic regression classifier as overlapped or non-
overlapped speech. The classifier is trained on x-vectors
extracted from the development set and labeled as overlapped
speech if more than half of the original segment contains
overlapped speech. Once overlap segments are detected, the
heuristic consists in assigning for each frame in an overlapped
speech segment the two closest speakers (in time) according
to the diarization labels given by the previous step.
No ov. proc. With ov. proc.
dev 18.23 18.02
eval 18.38 18.21
Table 4. DER before and after doing overlapped speech post-
processing on development and evaluation sets.
Table 4 shows the comparison of results with and with-
out overlap post-processing. Although the x-vector extrac-
tor is trained with single speaker speech, the x-vectors still
capture relevant information for overlapped speech detection.
Note that 18.21 is slightly better than the result from our win-
ning system4. In our submission, a more complex PLDA
adaptation scheme was used: Directions with larger within-
and across-class variability in the in-domain PLDA model
(trained on DIHARD dev) than in the out-of-domain PLDA
(trained on VoxCeleb) were identified and the extra variabil-
ity was added to the corresponding covariance matrices in the
out-of-domain PLDA so that they would have at least as much
variability as in the in-domain PLDA model. Later, we found
that the simple interpolation of the two PLDA models is suf-
ficient and even slightly improves the results.
3This also explains the degradation obtained with re-segmentation step on
dev data in Table 3
418.42 as shown in http://dihard.ldc.upenn.edu/competitions/73#results
2.7. Voice Activity Detection
Track 2 consisted in evaluating the same DIHARD set with-
out using oracle VAD labels. Although we explored using the
same VAD system we had used before [12], we found out that
a DNN-based VAD system trained on the development set
for binary, speech/non-speech, classification of speech frames
provided better performance. More details in [4].
The model proposed for this track is essentially the same
as for track 1 using the estimated (instead of oracle) VAD
labels. However, due to a lack of time, PLDA interpolation
is not done (the model trained on VoxCeleb data is used) and
no overlapped speech post-processing is applied. With the
DNN-based VAD, we obtain 23.81 DER on the development
set (“cheating”) and 27.11 DER on the evaluation set.
3. SYSTEMS FOR TRACKS 3 AND 4, CHIME DATA
Tracks 3 and 4 proposed for the first time a multi-channel
diarization task using CHiME 5 data. This posed new chal-
lenges with respect to performing diarization on the DIHARD
data as we had to devise a system capable of using data col-
lected in 4 channels arranged in microphone arrays. For these
tracks we propose a much simpler diarization system.
3.1. Multi-channel AHC Clustering
Our diarization system is based on performing AHC of x-
vectors using information from all channels. We analyzed two
ways of taking advantage of multiple channels. One possibil-
ity we explored is to apply beamforming [23] using the four
signals in order obtain a single beamformed channel to use
as input for the diarization system. The second approach con-
sists in extracting x-vectors from each channel, computing the
corresponding pairwise similarity PLDA score matrices, av-
eraging them and then performingAHC on the resulting score
matrix.
For all approaches, the AHC of x-vectors is performed in
a similar manner as for track 1: recordings from all channels
are processed with the WPE method, x-vectors are extracted
as described in 2.2 and AHC is performed on the pairwise-
similarity PLDA score matrices as in 2.3. In this case, the
PLDA model trained on VoxCeleb segments is adapted in an
unsupervised way to the train and development data from the
CHiME corpus.
Table 5 shows results for the different approaches: per-
forming x-vector AHC on each channel separately, on the
beamformed signal and on the PLDA score matrix obtained
from the fusion of the PLDA matrices of each channel. Even
though we found that the optimal thresholds for the differ-
ent channels are different, all values correspond to the same
threshold for the sake of comparison. As can be seen, there
are some differences on performance when different channels
are evaluated (up to 0.83 DER).
Using the beamformed signal does not provide better re-
sults than simply any of the single channels; still, the param-
eters used for producing the beamformed signal might not be
optimal. Tuning of parameters was not explored during the
challenge and remains as future work.
However, fusing the score matrices does improve the re-
sults. This pattern was seen for every threshold; however,
the best AHC threshold for the Fusion approach is always
closer to 0, suggesting that the score fusion provides better
calibrated scores. Note that the DER on the evaluation set
for the Fusion approach shown in the table is worse than our
winning system5. This is because a different AHC threshold
was used for the submission: Since we saw different thresh-
olds impacted considerably the performance in the dev+train
set, we decided to submit diarization outputs obtained with
different thresholds for evaluation expecting the performance
would also vary.
CH1 CH2 CH3 CH4 Beam. Fusion
dev+train 55.43 55.34 55.78 54.95 55.75 53.58
eval 48.55 48.37 48.19 48.3 50.31 47.93
Table 5. DER of our system on each channel separately, on
the beamformed channel and when using fusion of scores, on
the development+training and evaluation sets.
3.2. Voice Activity Detection
For the track 4 of the challenge, the oracle VAD labels are not
available and a VAD system [24] is run only on one of the
channels to produce VAD labels.
With the NN-based VAD and the best aforementioned sys-
tem, we obtain 58.92 DER which compares to 45.65 DER
when oracle VAD labels are used. Training a tailored VAD
system on the training set analogously as in track 2 remains
as future work.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Another edition of the DIHARD challenge has taken place
and it has proven to be too hard for McClane6. One year has
passed, the quality of x-vector extractors has improved and
they have become the cornerstone for top-performing diariza-
tion systems. However, we have shown that it is possible to
take more advantage of them when using BHMM in compar-
ison to simply doing AHC. Given the current performance of
the systems, the overlapped speech gains more relevance ac-
counting for more than 50% of the DER in our best systems in
both sets. We believe this has to be addressed in the future as
well as other approaches for adapting x-vectors to in-domain
data. The challenge gave us the opportunity to work for the
first time on multi-channel diarization.
545.65 as shown in http://dihard.ldc.upenn.edu/competitions/75#results
6One day before the deadline, putting our faith in our latest system allow-
ing us to obtain the first position in the ranking, we named the submission
“McClane”. However, a literally last minute submission allowed us to even
improve its performance http://dihard.ldc.upenn.edu/competitions/73#results
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